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The report of Ahmad et al. [1] , states that "No evidence is found for sharp peaks in the present data." But this statement is factually inaccurate. Figure 1 exhibits 1 the APEX' published U + Th "wedge cut" data, and background, from Ref. [1] . These data show a distinct maximum of 83 counts (3.2σ) in the pair excess near 790 keV. Our onegaussian best fit [2] Ref. [1] ). But Table I shows that if the cross section were 5.0µb/sr and constant in beam energy as assumed, then EPOS would have counted more than 900 sharp pairs, and not the ∼100 they reported. Thus, the APEX expectations are exaggerated by ∼10×; APEX should have expected not ∼2500, but ∼250 sharp pairs.
This exaggeration results because the EPOS' published 5.0µb/sr cross section is not a correct average over EPOS' 0.07 MeV/U beam spread. In fact, EPOS' ∼100 sharp pair count defines an energy integrated cross section of about 0.09(µb/sr)(MeV/U), so that their correct 2 average cross section is ∼1.3µb/sr, not 5.0µb/sr. In addition APEX' average value is smaller, by the beam spread ratio, (0.07/0.17), than EPOS'. Then the correct expected average sharp pair cross section APEX' case is ∼0.5µb/sr, about 10× smaller than APEX assumed. This value is smaller than APEX' upper bound [1] (0.57µb/sr at 800 keV). Thus the APEX data cannot exclude the pair signal which ought to have been expected. Also, the best fit of Fig.1 to APEX' data yields 123±46 pairs, a value within APEX' empirical upper bound.
Finally we consider a strictly empirical comparison of the APEX and EPOS pair data sets. APEX actually counted [6] a total of 40.8K (and a density of 1480 per 20 keV near 800 keV) RL(1,1) pairs of the type which EPOS accepted: pairs with one lepton in each hemisphere and which originate in a (1,1) event, in which one positron and one and only one electron, are recorded. EPOS counted 50K (and 1280 per 20 keV near 800 keV) such pairs. Thus from a purely empirical viewpoint, APEX' expected ∼2500 sharp pairs in its 40.8K backround (6%), is grossly disproportionate to EPOS' ∼100 sharp pairs in its 50K backround (0.2%).
In summary, a)the outlook of the APEX report is distorted by its excessive expectations, and b) the report overlooks its own positive evidence for 123 sharp pairs.
